CACI Awarded Prime Position on $40 Million Program to Support National Air and Space
Intelligence Center
New Work will Provide Wide Array of Signals Intelligence Engineering Support Services
ARLINGTON, Va.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- CACI International Inc (NYSE:CACI) announced today that it has been awarded one of
three prime positions to support the National Air and Space Intelligence Center's (NASIC) Signals Intelligence (SIGINT)
Engineering Support Services II (SESS II) initiative for enhanced analysis and information technology capabilities. The multipleaward, five-year indefinite delivery/indefinite quantity contract has a potential value of $40 million. CACI will provide technical,
engineering, and analysis support in the areas of technical SIGINT (e.g., technical electronic intelligence, and command,
control, and communications (C3) data links) and analysis infrastructure.
A valued CACI customer for nearly 50 years, NASIC is the Department of Defense's primary source to assess foreign air and
space threats. The Center performs SIGINT activities to support operational forces, defense acquisition efforts and national
policy and decision makers. SIGINT analysis is conducted by NASIC analysts, and the results are incorporated into all-source
threat assessments, used to construct engineering models and provided directly to intelligence end-users.
To bring enhanced solutions to NASIC's challenges, CACI and its partners offer technical capabilities that have supported other
elements of the Intelligence Community. The CACI team offers an integrated SIGINT approach combining SIGINT and systems
technology and wide-ranging expertise in designing, developing, integrating, and operating a SIGINT processing laboratory
which will help assure that NASIC remains a center of excellence for advanced signals intelligence processing and learning. The
team tightly integrates large and small businesses to focus on supporting specific task areas, emerging technologies, and
process improvements.
According to Bill Fairl, CACI's President of U.S. Operations, "This new work with the National Air and Space Intelligence Center
provides a strategically important opportunity for CACI to use our expertise to help NASIC achieve its mission requirements. The
contract enables us to reinforce our long-standing commitment to enhance the Center's unmatched analytic capabilities."
CACI President and CEO Paul Cofoni observed that, "A key component of our growth strategy is supporting mission critical
solutions in intelligence. With this welcome award from NASIC, we will be able to make a significant advance in our position in
the very specialized signals intelligence arena that is so important to our national security."
Celebrating our 50th year in business, CACI sustains an exceptional record of success by providing professional services and
IT solutions needed to prevail in the areas of defense, intelligence, homeland security, and IT modernization and government
transformation. We deliver enterprise IT and network services; data, information, and knowledge management services;
business system solutions; logistics and material readiness; C4ISR solutions and services; cyber solutions; integrated security
and intelligence solutions; and program management and SETA support services. CACI solutions help federal clients provide
for national security, improve communications and collaboration, secure information systems and networks, enhance data
collection and analysis, and increase efficiency and mission effectiveness. A member of the Fortune 1000 Largest Companies
and the Russell 2000 index, CACI provides dynamic careers for approximately 13,900 employees working in over 120 offices in
the U.S. and Europe. Visit CACI on the web at www.caci.com and www.asymmetricthreat.net.
There are statements made herein which do not address historical facts, and therefore could be interpreted to be forwardlooking statements as that term is defined in the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Such statements are subject
to factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from anticipated results. The factors that could cause actual results
to differ materially from those anticipated include, but are not limited to, the risk factors set forth in CACI's Annual Report on
Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2010, and other such filings that CACI makes with the Securities and Exchange
Commission from time to time. Any forward-looking statements should not be unduly relied upon and only speak as of the date
hereof.
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